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INTRAMURAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
 

ELIGIBILITY:                                                                                                                                      

Interhall (IH): Full-time Notre Dame undergraduate students are permitted to participate for the hall in which 

he/she resides, with rector-signed approval. Grad Students/Faculty/Staff (GFS): Notre Dame graduate 

students, faculty, and staff are eligible for participation. To play in all Intramural sports, participants must 

show a valid, government-issued photo ID. This includes a Notre Dame ID, state issued driver’s license, U.S. 

and foreign government-issued passports, and/or U.S. military ID. The photo must be visible and discernible by 

the Intramural employee checking IDs. This helps to ensure player eligibility in accordance with the IMLeagues 

roster. 

 

LOCATION:  

All games will be played at Rolfs Sports Recreation Center. 

 

FORFEITS/RESCHEDULES: 

Game time is forfeit time! If a team does not have the minimum amount of players at game time, that team will 

forfeit. No reschedules will be permitted in this sport.  If a team cannot make a game, they may call the 

Intramural Intern (574-631-3536) before 3:00pm the day of the game, or 3:00pm on Friday for weekend events, 

and request a default. A default results in a loss, but is not considered a forfeit.  Defaults and forfeits result in a 

5-0 win for your opponent.   

 

SCHEDULE:  

All schedules are posted online and it is the captain’s responsibility to check for updates/changes.  

 

INCLEMENT WEATHER: 

No weather-related cancellations will occur before one hour prior to the scheduled game time. If a game is 

cancelled, the captain will be called and teams will be emailed via IMLeagues.  

 

ROSTER ADDITIONS: 

Players may be added to the roster at any point during the regular season. Players may not be added during 

playoffs. **For Interhall play, all additions must have a properly filled out Roster Addition Form that includes a 

rector’s signature.** Roster additions must be completed on the IMLeagues website to be eligible for that 

evening’s contest. In order to be eligible to participate in playoff contests, roster members must have checked-

in for at least one regular season game/match. 
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INSURANCE WAIVERS:  

Waivers are located on the IMLeagues website, and are completed as part of the team registration process. All 

players must fill out an insurance waiver, and appear on the IMLeagues roster, before playing intramural 

sports.  

 

CHECK-IN: 

It is the responsibility of each player to find the supervisor working and check-in with them before playing in 

any intramural activity. Failure to check in with the supervisor before participating in any intramural activity will 

result in a forfeiture of that contest, and may result in suspension from future intramural activities.  

 

SPORTSMANSHIP: 

Participants and fans must respect players and intramural staff and follow instructions given to them by the 

staff.  Foul language, taunting, or any other unsportsmanlike behavior will not be tolerated.  Any participant or 

fan yelling, gesturing, or any other act in a negative manner toward opposing teams, players, fans, or 

RecSports staff will receive a penalty. These penalties will be assessed to the fan or participants team. These 

penalties can include a technical foul, yellow card, unsportsmanlike conduct, or sport specific penalty. If 

committed by a fan, or coach, the captain of that team will be assessed the penalty. Any participant who 

receives a conduct penalty of this nature, must leave the field of play to fill out an Incident Report with 

RecSports staff. 

 

ALCOHOL, TOBACCO & DRUGS: 

Notre Dame Intramural Sports has a zero tolerance policy for alcohol, tobacco, or any other drug at intramural 

events on or off campus.  Furthermore, RecSports staff reserves the right to remove participants or fans 

suspected to be under the influence of drugs or alcohol.   The removal process may involve the assistance of 

authorities such as NDSP or member of The South Bend Police Department. 

 

PROTESTS: 

Only protests based on questions of player eligibility and rule interpretation/misapplication will be accepted. No 

protests on judgment calls will be reviewed. The protest must be filed at the time of the incident in question. 

Once play begins after the next live play, it cannot be protested.  

 

SPORT RULES 
Situations not specifically covered or implied by these rules shall be governed by current National 

Federation High School Rules and Interpretations with the following exceptions and clarifications. 

 
A. MATCH RULES: 

1. Line-Up & Roster 
i. The game shall be played between two teams of 6 players 
ii. Minimum of 4 players are required to start a game. 

1. If at any point a team falls below the minimum due to a player ejection that game 
will result in a loss by forfeit 

iii. Substitutions can only be made in between games. 
 

B. MATCH FORMAT: 
1. Matches are best of 11 games. 
2. A game is over when one team has no players remaining. 
3. Teams will alternate sides of the court between each game. 
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C. OVERTIME/DRAW PROCEDURES: 

1. In the event that the last remaining player from each team become out simultaneously, the following 
procedures will be used to determine a winner for that game. 
i. The last remaining players will start a new game and play 1 vs. 1 
ii. 3 balls will be placed along the division line, players will start behind their back line, and normal 

start procedures will be in effect with a supervisor countdown. 
iii. Players have a 10 second time limit to throw a ball in their possession, all out of bounds ball 

retrieval will be done by teammates currently out of the game. 
 

D. THE GAME: 
1. Each game will start with 6 balls spaced evenly along the division line and all players behind their back 

line. 
2. A supervisor will countdown and announce the start of each game. 
3. Any players crossing the backline prior to the supervisor’s whistle will be declared out; the game will 

restart with all remaining players. 
4. A ball is not “live” (able to put a player out) until it crosses back behind the 10-foot line. 
 

E. LIVE BALL / DEAD BALL: 
1. A live ball is one that is thrown, kicked, or deflected that has not become dead. 
2. A ball remains live when: 

i. It touches a player who is in - causing them to be out (unless that same player catches it before it 
becomes dead). 

ii. It deflects off of another ball. 
3. A live ball becomes dead when: 

i. It touches a wall, floor, ceiling, any obstacle, official, substitute, or player who is out. 
 

F. GETTING PLAYERS OUT: 
1. A player becomes out when they: 

i. Are hit by a live thrown, kicked, or deflected ball by the opposing team that they do not catch 
themselves before it becomes dead. 

1. All of a player’s clothing and hair are considered part of that player. 
2. Accidental “head shots” will occur. The player hit will still be out. Rulings on “head 

shots” will be at the official’s discretion. 
3. Any player that is deemed throwing at the opponents’ head will be warned and 

those that intentionally throw at the head will be automatically ejected and 
suspended. That participant must then meet with the Assistant Director in order to 
be eligible to play in additional games. 

4. NOTE: IT IS POSSIBLE FOR ONE LIVE BALL TO GET MULTIPLE PLAYERS OUT 
BY IT CONTACTING MULTIPLE PLAYERS BEFORE IT BECOMES DEAD. 

ii. Touch on or over any division line or boundary line. 
1. Players CAN reach over boundary/division lines to grab balls, as long as they do not 

touch the ground or a player. 
2. Player Location= A players’ location is determined by the last place they were in 

contact with the floor. (Players can jump from inbounds to catch or throw a ball to 
put an opponent out prior to landing outside the boundaries at which time they will 
become out.) 

iii. Their thrown, kicked, or deflected ball is caught by an opponent before it becomes dead. 
iv. There is no way for a player who is out to get back in the game. 
v. Once a player is out, they must remain outside of the court boundaries ON THEIR HALF OF THE 

COURT until the game is over. Players who are out – and extra subs – are responsible for 
retrieving balls from their half of the court area for their teammates who are still in. 
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G. RETRIEVING BALLS FROM OUTSIDE THE BOUNDARY LINES: 

1. If a team has 6 or less players to start a game, one player will wear a jersey, and will be designated as 
the ball retriever. ONLY THE RETRIEVER is allowed outside the court boundary to actively retrieve 
balls until someone is out from that team. (The “retriever” is always able to be put out by live thrown, 
kicked, or deflected balls, even when outside the court boundaries. The retriever can also catch live 
thrown, kicked, or deflected balls outside the court boundaries causing opponents to be “out”) 

2. ONCE A PLAYER IS OUT from that team, the “out” player(s) are responsible for all ball retrieval for that 
team. “In” players leaving the court after a player is out on their team will be called out – including the 
original designated retriever (The retriever is given the opportunity to re-enter the court if outside the 
boundaries when teammate is put out. Before re-entering the court, the retriever can still be legally put 
out by or catch live thrown, kicked, deflected balls) 

3. If a team has extra subs (more than 6 players), the extra subs are responsible for all ball retrieval for 
that team during the game, and NO “in” players can leave the court at any time. 

4. The IM Manager and staff reserve the right to eject any player from a match at any time for unsporting 
conduct. Any ejected player will likely be suspended for at least one week from all intramural 
participation. 

 
H. YELLOW AND RED CARDS: 

1. Yellow and red cards will be issued for any act deemed to be unsporting by the Intramural Sports 
officials or managers. 

2. Yellow Cards: 
i. A player receiving a yellow card is immediately “out” of that particular game, and won’t be eligible 

until a new game starts. If a player receives a yellow card in-between games that player will sit out 
the next game and their team will play a person down for the next game. 2 yellow cards are 
equivalent of 1 red card. 

3. Red Cards: 
i. A player receiving a red card is ejected from that game (& all subsequent games remaining for that 

night); in addition, their team must play down a player for the remainder of all games. All IM 
ejections rules apply. 

 
I. RIM RESTRICTION: 

1. In order to respect and preserve the facility and equipment, players are not permitted to grab or snap 
the rim before or after the game. If a player or team’s spectator does this, it will result in a lowered 
sportsmanship rating for that night’s match, and the offending team being forced to start their next 
game down a player. If after the last game of a match, the penalty will carry over to the team’s next 
match. 

 
J. EQUIPMENT: 

1. JEWELRY: May be worn by players, as long as it does not hang far from the body (i.e. necklace, hoop 
earrings, etc.). 

2. JERSEYS: Shirts must be worn by all players. Shirts do not have to match or have numbers. 
3. SHOES: All players must wear appropriate athletic, close-toe, closed-heel, non-marking shoes. 
4. GAME BALLS: Only RecSports provided dodgeballs will be used for warm-up and game play. 


